Using the AWE BAA Budget Template

- Whether proposers choose to use this template or not, the AWE BAA asks them to provide all the information the template asks for.

- There are 10 subsets of information requested in the Volume II, Cost Management Proposal and the first of the 10 has 10 sub-parts to it.

- Using the AWE BAA Budget Template will help to ensure that you provide all requested information and that it is presented in a way that will allow the government to accurately analyze your proposal.

- "The Government strongly encourages that proposers use the provided MS Excel™ cost proposal spreadsheet (Attachment 5) in the development of their cost proposals." (DARPA-BAA-HR001120S0014, Section 4.2.2)

- When using the AWE BAA Budget Template give yourself time to read all the instructions and then read them again. The better prepared you are to complete the template the more likely you are to provide all requested information.